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Many people believe that the universe, earth, plants, animals, and humans came into being 
by accident or chance.  If our lives are the result of an accident, how can we find value, 
purpose, and meaning in our lives? 
មនមនុសសជេរចនេជឿថ ចរកវឡ ែផនដី េដមេឈ សតវ និង មនុសសមនជីវតិេឡង េដយភពៃចដនយ ។ របសិន
ឲយេយងរកេឃញតៃមល េគលបំណង និង អតថនយ័ៃនេបជីវតិរបស់េយងេកតេឡងេដយៃចដនយែមនេនះ េតអច
ជីវតិរបស់េយងេដយរេបៀបណ?  

Imagine that you were walking through the forest and you found a simple clay pot lying on 
the ground.  You might ask, “Where did this clay pot come from?  Who made it?” Even 
though the clay pot has been there a long time, you would instinctively know that someone 
made it.    
ចូររសៃមេមលថ អនកកំពុងេដរឆលងកតៃ់រព េហយអនកបនេឃញកអមមយួេនេលដី  
េទះបីជកអមេនះេនទីេនះ យូរេហយ ?នរណរេគជអនកេធវកអម ?េតកអមេនះេកតមកពីណ» អនករបែហលជសួរថ
កតី អនកដឹងេដយខលួនឯងថ មនអនកែដលេធវកអមេនះ ។ 

What if someone told you, “No one made the clay pot, it happened by chance.  Over 
millions of years, water softened the dirt to form clay.  Then, the wind blew and formed the 
clay into this special shape.  Finally, the heat of the sun was so intense that it baked this 
clay pot and made it hard.” 
 គម ននរណមន កជ់អនកេធវកអមេនះេទ គឺវេកតេឡង» េតមនអវីេកតេឡង របសិនេបមននរណមន ករ់បបអ់នកថ
េដយៃចដនយ ។ របល់នឆន េំហយ ទឹកបនរបមូលផតុ ំដីកល យេទជដីឥដឋ បនទ បម់ក ខយល់ បនផលុ ំឱយដីឥដឋេនះ េកត
ជទរមងពិ់េសស ចុងេរកយ កំេដរបស់រពះអទិតយេនេលេមឃចំហុយកល យជកអមេនះ េហយេធវឱយវរងឹម ំ
។«េឡង 

Would you believe this?  Could something as simple as a clay pot be formed by chance?  
Or, is it much more likely that a potter formed the clay pot by hand and baked it in a kiln?  
If a simple clay pot could not be formed by chance, how could plants, animals, or humans, 
which are much more complex?   
?ឬ េតមនជងសមូន ?េតអវីៗទងំអស់ងយរសួលដូចជកអមេកតេឡងេដយៃចដនយែមនេទ ?េតអនកេជឿថដូេចនះេទ 
របសិនេបកអមធមមតមយួ ពិតជមនិេកតេដយៃចដនយែមនេទេនះ ចុះទំរ ំែតចរកវឡ ធមមជតិ សតវ មនុសស ែដល
រតឹែតសមុរគសម ញេទៀតេនះ?  
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Instead of believing that the clay pot formed by chance, you would know that a potter 
made it.  Who is the Creator of people?  Who is the one who designed you for a special 
purpose and gives your life meaning and value? 
 ផទុយពីករេជឿថកអមេកតេឡងេដយៃចដនយេនះ អនកបនដឹងថរបកដជេដយសរជងសមូនវញិ ។ ចុះេតនរណ
េតនរណែដលជអនករចនជីវតិអនកេឡងេដយមនេគលបំណងពិេសស និង ផតល់ ?ជរពះអទិករបេងកតមនុសស
ឲយអនកនូវជីវតិែដលមននយ័ និង តៃមលេនះ? 

Isaiah 64:8 says 
“And yet, O LORD, you are our Father. We are the clay, and you are the potter. We all are 
formed by your hand.” 
េយងខញុ ំទងំ រពះអងគជរពះបិតរបស់េយងខញុ ំ។ រពះអមច ស់េអយ កប៏៉ុែនត ៨ ែចងថ:កណឌ គមពរីេអសយ ៦៤

េយងខញុ ំទងំអស់គន សុទធែតជសន រពះហសដ េហយរពះអងគដូចជជងសមូន។ អស់គន េរបៀបបននឹងដីឥដឋ 

របស់រពះអងគ។  

God created you.   He has a very special plan for your life.  You are not an accident.  God 
loves you so much that He gave his Son, Jesus Christ who gave His life to pay for your sins 
and give you new life in Him.   
រពះជមច ស់បនបេងកតអនកមក ។ រពះអងគមនែផនករពិេសសសរមបជី់វតិរបស់អនក ។ អនកមនិែមនេកតេឡង
ដយៃចដនយេទ ។ ដបតិរពះជមច ស់រសឡញ់អនកខល ងំណស់ េទបរពះអងគរបទនរពះបុរតែតមយួរបស់រពះអងគ 
គឺរពះេយសូ៊រគិសត ែដលបនលះបង ់រពះជនមរពះអងគេលះអំេពបបរបស់អនក និង របទនជីវតិថមីសរមបអ់នក ។


